Assignment 12

Due on 2020-04-22, 23:59 IST.

Choose the most appropriate meaning (31-40):

1. Silly
   - Amber
   - A share
   - A phase
   - A plane being
   - An escape
   - **A chance**
   
2. No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Accepted Answers:
     - A phase

3. Explore
   - Kill a spark
   - Deregister
   - Inquire
   - Honor
   - **Investigate**
   
4. No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Accepted Answers:
     - Investigate

5. Fatigue
   - Hateful
   - Gruesome
   - Shameful
   - Bizarre
   - **Tyrannical**
   
6. No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Accepted Answers:
     - Tyrannical

7. Lament
   - Active
   - Glorious
   - Desolate
   - Domain
   - **Creative**
   
8. No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Accepted Answers:
     - Creative

9. Sublime
   - Digest food
   - To exclude
   - Reduce temperatures
   - Bring to tool
   - **To Decide**
   
10. No, the answer is incorrect.
    - Accepted Answers:
       - To Decide

   Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate options (41-45):

   The demand for petrol prices is Brazil, and it is remarkable how prices in the UK and USA are addressed (although the news reports last Christmas, for instance, Brazil had to buy oil from the UK and USA. France also had to attend the issue, from them the industry produces such as oil itself and a new material against the world oil demand that is opening up, especially with regard to the free movement of people and equipment. One of the Sharia law ones here is the French president) (2019).

   - Falling
   - Hand-rolled
   - Has failed
   - Will fail
   - **Held tool**

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Accepted Answers:
     - Held tool

   - I love it
   - Have not
   - Am waiting
   - Will have failed
   - **Love it**

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Accepted Answers:
     - Love it

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Accepted Answers:
     - Love it

   **Proficiency**
   - Access
   - And
   - After it
   - **Aside**

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Accepted Answers:
     - Aside

   - Desires
   - House
   - Nightmare
   - Luxury
   - **Lanyard**

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Accepted Answers:
     - Lanyard